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New E-W Trade Deals:
�W7oPeMoves TowardIDB'
. Aug. 5 (IPS) - European capitalists
moved with dispatch this week to take
advantage of the oPlXlrtunity for ex
panded trade and cooperation with the
Soviet bloc provided by the successful
conclusion of the Conference Oft
European Security and Cooperation.
Coming on the heels of an Iraqi call for '
a "new monetary system. which would.
be rid of the domination of the
American dollar. " and of the virtual
consolidation of Third World nations
behind a program of debt moratoria
and development. these European
. actions bring the establishment of an
International Development Bank based
on expanded trade and the gold-backed
Soviet ruble only a step away from
reality.
. Leading the European rush for
s a l va tion from D o l l a r E mp i re
bankruptcy was West G e r man
Chancellor Helmut Schmidt . who
completely astonished his RAND
controllers over the weekend by con
c l uding comprehensive economic'l
agreements with the Com m unist
countries Poland and the German
Democratic Republic (DDR ) . The
unprecedented Polish deal included a
1 . 3 b i l l i on D e u t s c h m a r k c a s h
"reparations" payment from the West
German government. as well as a 1
billion DM loan with twenty year
maturity and a mere 2.5 per cent in
terest - conditions until now only
granted to underdeveloped countries.
Simultaneously West German Finance
Minister Hans Friederich s j u s t
returned frd'm former Rockefeller
stronghold Iran to announce a whole
package of deals solely directed toward
building up infrastructural capacities
for West German "triangular deals"
with ·the Soviet Union and Iran.
The Europ ean capitalists have begun
to act not a moment too soon. Over the
past week the accumulated results of
capitalism's worst crisis since the 16th
centUfy . .has resulted in an escalating
rush of economic disasters which
threaten the world with total chaos and
devastation over the next few weeks:
* The U.S. Treasury. the institutioD

for which all areas of productive iri
vestment worldwide have been gutted
over the past yp.ar. was forced to tum to
the World Bank. in order to maintain its
solvency. With U.S. banks strapped for
every penny. and Europe already
drained of its reserves. the Treasury
now has $40 billion dollars worth of
notes to sell in the weeks ahead, with no
hope of covering them.
. �_Brazil .. has been required to im
plement import controls which will
reduce its volume of trade by 50 per
cent over the next few weeks .
*Argentina's cash crisis resulted in
the layoff of 200.000 workers last
weekend. approximately 5 per cent of
the workforce.
·*The United States has been flooded
by price rises which portend a hyper
inflationary spiral which will rapidly
result in total breakdown of production.
The European moves represent the
silent, but forceful motion by West
G e r m a n industri a l i s t l a ye r s
represented by Christian Democratic
econo m i c s spok e s m a n G e r h a r d
Stoltenberg. I n other E uropean
countries, Stoltenberg's counterparts
are much more vocal in their push for
expanded East-West trade.
French Gaullist Michel Debre has
vehemently called for a"'new monetary
order which would contribute to world
peace and which would be realized with
"participation of the socialist and oil
producing countries." In Italy there is
virtual unanimity among the Italian
bourgeoisie around a perspective of
�astly expanded East-West trade.
Informed sources have verified that
excerpts of the Labor Committees' IDB
proposal are currently circulating
broadly among the country' s i n
dustrialists.
There is one policy issue, however,
which the European bourgeoisie has yet
to deal with: how are they to pay for an
expansion of East-West trade. coupled
with various "triangular" agreements
with Third World countries, without
either starting the world's most rapid
inflation ever seen. or else immediately
collapsing the dollar-based inter-

national monetary and trade system. or
both? E ven S chmidt's .relatively'
modest agreement with Poland is
financially tenuous in the present
circumstances. The 1 billion DM loan is
planned to be financed. over West
Germal.lY's bond' market by the
Kre d i tan s t a l t fur Wi e d e rauf a u
(Reconstruction Bank) ; the bond
market, however, collaPsed last week,
and had to be massively bailed out by
West Germany's central bank. Every
other East-West or tria n g u l a r
agreement-will sooner o r later run into
.� an insurmountable lack of liquidity, as
long as they are even indirectly linked
to the dollar.
The West German deals indicate that
Schmidt is coming under the control of
a de facto alliance . between the
Stoltenberg faction of the CDU and the
party machine of Herbert Wehner,
Vice-Chairman of Schmidt's Social
Democratic Party.
Although the details of the DDR deal
are not finalized, Der Spiegel reports
that they include total West German
agreement to a set of demands
originally made by the DDR in
. January. The DDR called upon the
West German government to pay the
entire costs of a major construction
project to improve rail, canal and road
transit between West Germany and the
divided city of Berlin. At the time Sch
midt's government refused to take any
position on the issue; now Schmidt is,
reportedly willing to agree, in exchange
for a few "human" concessions such as
loosening restrictions on DDR citizens'
transit into the West.
The solution to the limitations
inherent in the current East-West deals
is clearly outlined in the proposal
fielded in the Iraqi government's of
ficial English-language newspaper last
week, the Baghdad Observer. The Iraqi
proposal indicated that necessity of
industrial expansion coming in the
context of "a new' monetary system
which would be rid of the domination of
the American dollar and have sufficient
room for the socialist countries and
IPS
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others which are still outside its
membership." The only way that the
Third World can be freed to purchase
needed materials for raPid develop
ment and that the industrialized
countries can break the fetters on their
productive capacity is by "getting rid .
of the dollar" - i.e. through selective
debt moratoria against the Rockefeller
interests, and its replacement by the
only appropriate gold-backed currency;
the ruble.
Sill\ilarly the Iraqi proposal calls for'
the expansion of multilateral, as op
posed to bilateral, trade deals. Thr�
WillY deals are the prerequisit for a
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world economic order which will ex
pand production and living standards
as rapidly as possible. The key to
successful arrangement. as outlined in
the Labor Committees' lOB proposal
'now circulating through w o r l d
government circles,' i s the utIization of
Third World natural resources in return
for supplies of food and capital
equipment from the industrialized and
socialist sector. Only trilateral deals
provide the market and range of
resources required for full productive
e m p l o y m e n t a n d imm e d i a t e
elimination of starvation and disease.
The Iraqi offensive represents only

the most forceful of the steps being
taken by the hardcore of Iraq. Alaeria
and Yugoslavia to put the issue of
development and debt moratoria before
the United Nations special session on
development proposed by the "Group of
77" developing nations. The agenda
currently includes interna tional
monetary reform, and the transfer of
real resources for financing develop
ment, industrialization and in
ternational trade. It will be up to the
various European. Japanese, and U�S.
capitalist factions to coordinate
themselves toward that same solution
within the very - near future. or. to
collapse.

Iraq Calls For New
Monetary System
Minus Dollar Debt
Aug. 5 (IPS) - An article in the July 2§
issue of the Baghdad Observer, the
semi-official daily of the Iraqi govern
ment called for a "new world monetary
system which would be rid of the
domination of the American dollar."
This call to reconstitute the disin
tegrated world financial system, with
"sufficient room for the socialist
countries" and the 'l'Iiird World, is the
latest effort in. the Iraqi campaign to
unify the Arab sector behind a policy of development.
Combined with the July 17 call by
Iraqi President Ahmed Hassan al-Bakr
for an Arab joint military defense
against Israel and a series of Iraqi
proposals for Arab "economic in
tegration," the article. by Dr. Abdul
Sagban crowns efforts by Iraq to
consolidate a united Arab bloc par
ticipation in International Development
Bank-type trade arrangements.
The Iraqi regional organizing drive is
'provoking intense reactions in the two
pivotal Arab countries: Syria and
Egypt. In Syria, the shaky CIA-run
regime of Hafez Assad has become
desperately isolated and escalated its
attacks on Iraq, including armed in
cursions across the Iraq-Syrian border.

points; First. the development of labor
power in the Arab world, and second.
multilateral trade arrangements
between the Arab sector as a whole
with the Comecon and the European
Common Market (EEC).
Hitting the "lack of coordination
between the development plans of the
Arab countries." the article demands
the "acceleration of e c o n o m i c
development i n the Arab couittries;�
through a rapid and steady increase in
real income per capita throughout an
extensive period of time."
Once development m o t i o n i s
achieved. long-term trade accords can
be established in order to secure capital
equipment and raw materials
necessary for Arab development.
"These agreements can be made
between Arab blocs. such as the Council
for Arab Economic Unity and its
Common Arab Market. on the one hand.
and the EEC, African states. and the
Socialist countries. on the other."
Complementing the Iraqi drive for
Arab economic integration. the Bagh
dad press is recording the response to
the July 17 Bakr speech on Arab
political and military cooperation from
Arab press and political figures. While
favorable responses from Lebanese.
Kuwaiti, and Palestinian sources is
reported. the most important positive
responses cited are those by EifPt.
_

This week Egyptian Economics
Minister Zaki Shafii announced that
Egypt may - declare a three-year
moratorium on its outstanding debt. "I
will not ask the people to tighten their
belts anymore," declared Dr. Shafii,
Favorable coverage of the Bakr speech
according to the Aug. 2 issue of Akhbar . -appeared in several E g y p t i a n
el-Yom, a right-wing Cairo weekly.
newspapers, and Rose al-Yousef, a pro
The political extermination of the
socialist Egyptian weekly. published a
CIA Assad dictatorship in Syria and the
three-page spread praising the Iraqi
reorientation of Egypt toward the pro
initiatjve.
development nonaligned bloc - both
objectives of the Iraqi campaign S'y calling for a solid Arab front. Iraq
would create the conditions for the
has exposed the sordid ties between
rapid coalescing of the crucial Arab
Syrian Intelligence and Assad's clique,
sector of the IDB. Iraq and Algeria are
on the one hand. and the CIA and
already coordinating their actions to Israel's Shin Beth on the other. Since
this effect.
the Bakr speech, simmering unrest in
the often-purged Syrian military ha�
The preliminary proposal stated in
begun to crest.
the Observer was linked to two key

Attacking Syria's "false leftist
-auctioneering," Bllath writer Sabah
Salaam charges: "The illegitimate
birth of the Syrian regime is an in
dication of the immoral- style of the
renegades...and their rightist reality."
Salman then recounts how Assad's
fellow conspirators staged the CIA coup
in 1966 against the Baathist regime in
Syria.
"A coup against the coup is the ex- .
peeted consequence,:' warns Salman,
"against the origin of the crime that
has been committed" against the
Baath.
In Syria itself. an "atmosphere of
tension" now prevails. in Damascus.
,according to the Iraqi party daily

Thawra. Amid constant repression alief

mass arrests, Syrian Intelligence has
even seized three issues of Falastin ath
, organ o f the
Thawra, w e e k lyArafat-controlled P alestine Liberation
Organization - for attacking the hated,
pro-imperialist King Hussein's Jordan!
With almost no allies in the Arab
world except Jordan and unreliable
Libya. the Assad regime is on the brink
of collapse. Continued paranoid
deployments of Syrian troops to the
Iraqi border are certain to trigger a
mutiny by Syrian pro-socialist officers.
With Iraq concentrating maximum
political effort on toppling the pro-war
agent Syrian regime, Iraqi approaches
toward Egypt are designed to nudge
Egyptian President Anwar Sadat into a
pro-Soviet Arab nationalist stance under pressure from the Egyptian
working class and pro-socialist layers.
The Egyptian Finance Minister
. ended an extended stay in Moscow
earlier this week with an invitation for
the Soviet deputy foreign minister to
visit Cairo and continue negotiations on
Soviet-Egyptian economic cooperation.
According to all sources, the Egyptian
press has halted a long anti-Soviet
campaign, indicating that an accord
may be reached during the Soviet
delegation's visit to Egypt.
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Capitalists Are Balking
At 'Biting the Bullet'
by David Goldulan
Aug. 5 OPS) -If Third World countries,
�'(:sidents of U.S. c ities, and other
victims of fina n ci ers' debt were not· pre
pared to do it for them, capitalists.
would pos tpon e biting the bullet on debt
;:r.orat.oria., preferring to let the eco
nnmy 'llide into e conom !c chaos. In
!larticuiar, the U.S. cap italist s '
"alternative , Il l ate" to the miserable
Rockefellor-Ford-Kissinger c lique in
Washington - old-time Democratic
Party insiders - want to appease the
menacing economic crisis by shovelling
.
bales of m oney into its j aws.
B!\llkers were �ishea rtened, dudng
the past month, at the case with which
corporations declared moratoria on
their debts to each other. By free-for-all
selection, between 40 to 50 per cent of
banks' loans are now or are about to
become the subject of d ebt moratoria including a moratorium by Chase
Mortgage Investors against its parent,
Chase Manhattan Bank .. This dis
orderly domino-style collapse of credit
relations between capitalists, left to its
own mo mentum , would shut down the
economy within .\V.ceks.
Prof. Richard Cooper of Yale and the
Trilateral Commis'3ion, the New York
Tim3s editors, Washington Post
columnist Hobart Rowan, and a gaggle
of e co nom ic leftovers of Democratic
administrations all agree on a general
re-financing of th es e debts. The im
mat'liate effect of th i s crackpot policy
would be to unleaGu what economists
call " infl ationary pressures" onto what
is l eft of production and trade.
Sr.�cifically: each of the pathetic
inCrl!�Se9 in certain c ate gori e s of in
dnstri a l orders and sales traces
directly to fear of hyperinflation. This
emphatically includes the modest
'upturn in auto sal es . According to the
National Association' of Purchasing
Maliagers, which surveys d el i ver i es of
semi-fini shed goods and raw materials
"No one is planning to produce
anything. But there is a list of materials
to stockpile for two years, with a
guaranteed rate of return of 100 per
c ent, " due to expected inflationary

mark-ups. Corporations suffering from
a 40 per cent drop in revenues and

"strung-out liquidity-wise , "

as one

banker put it, are now "testing the
watP.r"

creases.

for across-the-board price in
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In theE:� circumstances, a proposal to
fOf the zerO-interest portion of their
give the green light to price hikes is
balance sheets. Safe, low-interest
equivalent to putting up a "Free
Treasury bills do not meet this
I;.unch" sign - and inviting the guests reqnirement.
to eat each other. P ric e increases for
. \Vnat Federal ReServe Chairman
industrial ra w materials like oi l , Arthur Burns - a terrified opponent of
rubber, steel, ahuninum, and chemi the inflationists - wants to avoid is a
cals already in the pipeline scare the cri[1is in which the Fed is compelll;d !�
wi ts out of the indusn'ies one step
p urchase the Treasury'!,! uebt,
farther down the production chain.
releasing funds direct ly into bank
reserves, which can then turn into 2 to 3
Last year, price increases came to a
times th e original amount of bank
lump sum of $180 billion . Corporations
loans. To this end, Burns engineared a
absrobed this whopping bill through
op erating revenues - tht:n al most .rise in U.S. interest rates, now at e. six
month high, to lure free cash from
twice as high as now .- and through $20
money markets in Western EUHlpe. In
billion in bank loans. But loans to cor
porations fell by $20 billion during the a last· gr.ab for free funds, Bun1s It�st
week borrowed $1 billion from the 'fbird
first six 'm onths of this year alone, while
World 's coffer by s ell ing securities to
revenu es went through the floor.
the World Bank - a desperate measure
Bankers interviewed this week were
which bankers said was "not a bit SUi'
unanimous: " Banks will not underwrite
pr ising . " The idiocy of Burns' effort is
another inflationary spiral.' , According
clear; the gaping hole in the U.S.
to one of New York's largest, "Even the
Federal budget is so monstrous cam
de-control of oil prices - which would
pared to the size of related 'credit
add about 2 per cent to the inflation rate
sectors that the Fed could put off its
- would put tremendous pressure on
own crisis only for an even m onth,
the banking system. "
despite its thorough wrecking joh on
Accordingly, Cooper and Com pa ny
other sectors of the world credit
have given up on the banking system:
system.
they want to mainline funds into the
Burns got his crisis this week� when
economy through increased govern
ment spending and tax cuts. This, . potential buyers of his IOU's held onto
their wallets instead. So m uch for
Cooper told IPS, would solve the "main
.
defic i t s pending .
problem in toda y's world: too little
The magnitude of the cr isis is so
spending power com pare d to our capa
great that the bittere st opponents of
city to produ.ce." This sounds simple: if
tight-money Bu rns feel queasy at the
debt-squeezed corporations need to
prospect of an open fig�t. One of the
pus h up prices by 20 per cent, why not
ne wspaper coh�mnists who led an at
have the government pass aroun'!
tack 011 Bums last Spring for refusin g to
enough folding money to circtllat� these
let funds into the banking system fast
gCilds'!
enough explained why he now keeps. his
But Where doctl the
mouth shut: Bums' vow to keep m oney
Government Get the Money?
supply growth at 7 and one-half per
The Federal government must raise
cent, very tight indeed compare d to re
$40 bi l l ion on its own account by sell ing
financing ne eds, is the same rate of
its debt-paper between now and Dec. 31.
increi�5e that tM-l hyperinflation dal'c
This rfJcord d efi c it is a by-product of
devils c?.llad for last April!
revenue drops due to the collapse of
No Guarantees
production. Even current deficit leve ls
Since the hyperinflationists herc are
.- never mind what Cooper and the New
keeping mum, we wi l l Ift..Qn� of their
York Times want - cannot be fi nanced ,
Italian co-thinkers speak for tJiem:
es
nc
except with disastrol15 C0l1S e que
"Weimar's finance in ini's1 e�, Rudolf
for the rest of the e c onomy . "It's a:
refused advice ... to im medi
Hilferding,
�
speone
said
m ind -boggl in g exercise,"
ately print moncy to revive the eco
c iali st , who c l aim ed that banks could
nomy. The resu lt was that Hitler came
'buy up no more than one-quarter of
to power bec au se of the depression ... the
. Washington waste-paper. The Trea sury
' orth odo x Marxist' in Hilferding
in-'
Banking
half.
expects them to buy
. revolted. This was his mistake. then
. siders confirm that banks must go after
Hitler came in, and together with (Nazi
ultra-high-intp ..,.qt !lrojects, to cover:

. finance minister Hjalmar) S c hacht did
exactly this and saved the situation."
The writer is Leo Valiani. an old col
league of fascist Ugo LaMalfa. writing
in L'Expresso. He concludes with a
recommendation that the workers'
movement do to itself now what Hitler
and Schacht did to it d uring the 1930's.
to save trouble all around.
Schacht, of course, would tum in his
grave at the suggestion: he never
issued paper except with the expecta
tion that loot, courtesy of the SS, would
be available to pay interest. Even
Second International leader Hilferding
.

would choke at the title of "Orthodox
Marxist
after his Imffetting at the
hands of Rosa Luxemb1)r�, the authori
tative Marxian economist.

of financiers' income on parasitical
debt. There is no other means to revive
the e�ti.lal earnings of productive indus

,"

try. Along with debt moratoria, interim

credit measures are imperative to
bypass the crumbling Il'jn(�r credit
mechanism, of a sort Cullin!!, within the

But the cited view is the masturba
tion fantasy behind the "policy" of
Cooper, ct. al. The reality associated
with their. views can be inspected pres
ently in Argentina where 200 pel' cent
inflati on has made it impossible for cor
porations to meet CHrrent bills - for
ci�g 200,C!lO layoffs this week alone.

The alternative - an the principals
are aware
is systematic; penalization
-

general frmr.ewod. of the In�crrmtional
Bm,k proposal. Any
capitalist faction which wants to sur
vive the n ext few months must face up
to reality and bite the bullet. OlB' own
efforts to force debt moratoria in key
sectors should give them adequate
incentive.
Develo!Jment

.
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Bundesbank Cash-In Spells
Economic Warfare, Inflation
by Susan Cohen
Aug. 9 (IPS) - In a development that
presages
international
economic
warfare of the sort that triggered the
1931 world. credit collapse, the West
German central bank and other foreign
governments have been quietly taking
their revenge against the U. S. Treasury
and Federal Reserve, IPS learned this
week. In the month of July alone, the'
U.S. Treasury was pl'esented with $1 .5
billion worth for foreign-held, non
marketable U.S. Treasury Securities
for immediate cash redemption.
The action precipitated a cash crisis
at the Treasury, forcing it to hastily
borrow $1 billion from the Fed early
last week to meet payments. The
Treasury's subsequent announcement
of a substantial upward revision in its
annual
borrowing
requirements,
hoisted the spectre of massive inflation
stateside and, threw U;S. capital
markets into a panic.
Acknowledging that the Treasury's
cash .. flow problem was in large
measure due to the unusual spate of
foreign government redemptions, U.S.
federal debt manager Ralph Forbes
insisted that the Bundesbank's move
, was not an act of retaliation. "Why, we
i have a close working relation with the
Bundesbank, " he told IPS. The Bundes-'
bank, for its part, gave IPS corre
spondents in Wiesbaden an "official
denial" of their involvement in the
operation, adding with defensive pique
that "other central banks" were "also
involved. "
Well-pl��ed fil!,8ncial sources in �ew
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York told IPS that rumors of such an in this round of economic warfare is the
emphatically retaliatory move by the more than $20 billion of non-marketa l
Bundesbank have been circulating for U.S. Treasury securities they ha
some time - to the horror of the been forced· to swallow over the past n
money market, the source confessed. It years. Dubbed "Roosa bonds" for tl)eir
is well known, this source argued, that inventor Robert V. Roosa, who came up
the West Germans are thoroughly with the gimmick during his term at the
annoyed with U.S. foot-dragging on Treasury in the Kennedy admin
domestic reflation. In cashing in the istration, the securities issues were an
bonds for dollars to support the recently outflanking maneuver to prevent the
devalued Deutschmark, the Bundes Europeans from "freely exchanging"
bank neatly threw the hot potato of the piles of greenbacks accumulating in "
hyperinflationary dollar debt back · their central bank vaults for gold at the
across the Atlantic . Bundesbank offi U.S. Treasury - the prospect of which
cial· Otmar. Eminger underscored the constituted the foremost nightmare of
point in' an interview this week. " The U.S. capitalists at the time.
financing of the U.S. deficit cannot be
Oil Countries to Cash In?
accepted by Europe," he told reporters.
Europe is not the only party engaged
The Bundesbank, in leading the
in sending the chickens home to their
charge to dU1l}II ll..S"J).onds, is merely
roost in the U.S., nor are .non
returning Federal Reserve Chairmari
marketable securities the only medium
Arthur Burns a favor in kind. Their
of government debt at stake. Since the
action is a direct response to U.S.
1973 Oil' Hoax U.S. government
moves at the end of June which pulled
securities have become an opportune
the' rug out from under the West Ger-, investment for oil producing countries,
man bond market. At that time Fed
a relatively liquid means of investing
chairman Burns hiked U.S. interest
the tide of petrodollars that flowed into
rates which, together with the
that sector. Now, however, with the oil
tremendous demand for dollars created
market glutted as a result of unpre
by the June 30 payments deadline,
cedented industrial contraction and
sucked liquidity out of Europe at a rate ,their dollar revenues declining rapidly,
that produced an immediate, severe
OPEC countries too may be cashing in
crisis in continental credit markets. their securities as was mooted in the
The Bundesbank itself was forced to
latest issue of the weekly Money
pump over 1 billion Deutschmarks into
Manager.
the German credit system in less than
The Fed's own weekly statistics show
one week to finance otherwise un
that in the past week it has been or
saleable,government bond issues.
.
dered to liquidate fully $200 million in
'
-The ':"weapons 'cache'" th � B��des� marketable Federal Agency bonds held
bank a nd other central banks are using
on foreign account.

Price Spiral to Turn U.S.
Into .Banana Republic

·

-tified as worthless scrap of paper in
idated Edison. Wisconsin Power and
bJAIiBaz
stantaneously.
. three other corporate bond issues were
Aug. 8 (IPS)-It is no exaggeration that
Hyperinflationary Drivewheel
withdrawn from the market for lack of
unless immediate steps are taken to de
Highlights from reported economic
investor interest.
clare an orderly debt moratorium. the
The central feature of this corporate
currently unfolding price increases in· activity for this week alone underscore
squeeze, from the standpoint of the
theU.S. will culminate. by early ]976 at: the seething tumult in the capital
the latest. in hyperinflation of a mag- . markets and throughout the economy.
process of production. is the hundreds
The 14.4 per cent per annum jump in the
of billions of dollars worth of stillnitude not encountered in the advanced
wholesale price index for July already , unsold inventories corporations are sit
sector since the dark days of Weimar
outstrips the peak rate of inflation
ting on. Price hikes are a' Clesperate
Germany.
registered in 1974. The significance of
corporate "alternative" to the prospect
Despite Federal Reserve chairman
this figure. however. lies in what it does
of liquidating these inventories at de
Arthur Burns' publicly stated commit
not account for: it is simply a reflection
vastating losses. a course of actiOR
ment to hold down monetary expansion
of increases in the prices of pre
whic h the embattled auto industry's
to the 5 to 7.5 per cent range. the Fed�
processed foods and petroleum dis
eral Reserve will have to print upwards
vaunted rebate sales campaigns proved
tillates and does not include the
of $50 billion greenbacks in 1975 to
an unqualified disaster. Raising prices'
dramatic hikes in the prices of indus
rescue Treasury bond issues from a
will not. of course, make it possible for
trial raw materials or. for that matter,
dried up government bond market. The
corporations to uaload their inven
the decontrol of petroleum prices. The
alternative, to date followed by the
tories. On the contrary. by increasing
pipe-smoking Burns, is to batten the
announced and as yet unannounced
the "book value" of their assets and
price increases in Rockefeller-owned
hatches .and drive the economy right
thereby their nominal ability to get
investments in gasoline, steel, al
over the cliff into massive bankruDtcies
loans and float bond issues, it wiU sim
and the worst deflationary collapse in
uminum. and industrial materials con
ply allow them to continue and even .
400 years.
nected with the oil industry, will within
accelerate the inventory stockpiling on
a matter of days and weeks be followed
In the wake of eroding revenues from
a scale that will pale that of 1974.
corporate and personal incomes, not to . by an avalanche of " me too " price
Rockefeller's banks, tor their part
hikes by other capitalists, as one cap
mention the mounting wave of cash
are faced with a complementary
redemptions of Treasury securities by . italist's price increases become
dilemma. Saddled with uncollectable
another's added costs.
foreign central banks. the Treasury's
loans to the myriad New York Cities.
Behind the price spiral is the unpre
need for funds is multiplying geothe Argentinas and the Egypts, the
cedented illiquidity of the corporate
metrically. The nation's commercial
North Sea and Alaskan energy boon
sector. By late 1974. the net earnings to
doggles, the Continental and Chase
banking network, the Treasury's trad
sales ratio for all corporations was al
Mortgage Investors (REITs) and the
itional financing resource. is presently
ready down to 0.4 per cent. Over the
Chryslers, their only alternative to a
saddled with an unprecedented 50 per
massive write-off of this paper is to
cent "soft�' loans on its book and cannot . past year the corporate liquidity to debt
ratio has slumped to its nadir and short
j ump onto the hype rin flationary band
begin to meet the Treasury's needs.
term debt to l ong-term debt has
w agon thems el ves. Thi s week's
Rather, the banks will commit every
reached historic highs. Armco Steel.
decision by the New York banks to roll
dollar they can get hold to financing an
only one of a number of steel companies
over $500 million in New York City debt
upward price spiral in the expectation
to raise prices. declared a 9 per cent
coming due between October. 1 975 and
of thereby recovering former losses.
price rise for rolled steel effective this
. June, 1976,. together wit h the $51 million
The government will be left with no
week. claiming losses of $2 million a
increase in commodity loans for the
other recourse than to crank up the
week ending Aug. 6-loans channeled to
month since the beginning of the year.
Federal Reserve printing presses to
commodity futures market spec
Under these circumstances, the corp
finance at least $50 to $60 billion worth
ul ation in di cate the direction they're
of the federal government's cumulat orate sector-which has. incredibly.
been paying dividends to its stock- . heading.
ive budget deficit for calendar y ear
The Firestorm Effect
holders from borrowed capital in l ieu of
1975.
As this insanity unfolds and the com
non-existent earnings-is being denied
The resulting 25-plus per cent rate of
petition for funds accelerates. the
access to the "quality-conscious" bond
increase in the money supply-cash in
c i rcu lat i o n p l u s c h e c k i n g a c market. the source of long-term capital . "favorable" rates offered by banks on
their corporate deposits (technically.
that is a pre-requisite for any produc
counts-will simply blow the economy
Certificates of Deposit) under con
to bits via the hyperinflationary route.· tive investment to take place at all.
ditions of a generalized skyrock�t�ng of
Intern.!il�iQna!ly, the dollar .,will be cer- This week New Jersey Bell. CO{lsol.

·

-

·
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interest' rates. will result in a phe
nomenon broadly reminiscent of the
" firestorm" effect associated with the
U.S. bombing of Dresden during World
War II. The banks will such nearly all
availab le capital from insurance com- '
panies. Savings and Loan associations.
corporations. and pension and trust
funds to finance the hyperinflationary
spiral-finally leaving the economy a
mass of rubble.
In this game nobody will win. the
banks least of all. The further stock
piling of unsaleable inventories on top
of the yet-to-be-depleted stocks left
from the 1974 vintage speculative
binge. at a time when liquidi�y in the
economy is stretched to the limit. whe.n
unemploYf!le�f is soaring �!'I� pric �s
.
_
are outstripping l1'lcomes. guarantees
the 'rapid destruction of the U.S . eco'nomy as well as its dollar-based
.,: �@tra,ps .
As lor the Treasury. a combination of
factors will geometrically increase its
financing needs between now and the
end of the year. On top of its rapidly
shrinking tax base. the approach of an
election year. the multiplying need to
b a i l out defense-related 'ind u s
tries-illustrated by this week's $250
million rescue of Litton Industries..:..the
inevitability of directly bailing out the
, banks holding municipal bonds. or bail
inlZ out entire cities directly. will furth
er the Treasury's appetite for cash.
This week the Treasury announced that
it will raise $11 billion in new money 1n
the next five weeks. compared to ear
lier estimates of $8 billion - the process
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NET ACQUISITIONS OF U.S. TREASURY SECURITIES FOR CALENDAR
YEARS 1974 AND 1975 ESTIMATED IN ;BILLIONS OF DOLLARS

1974

]975

Commercial Banks

-2.9

15

Non-bank Finance

2.6

3

Corporations

1.2

1.5

State and Local Government5

2.6

0

, Households

3.4

6.5

Foreigners

3.9

4

Federal Reserve Bank

4.1

60

14.9

90

TOTAL ACQUISITIONS

This chart presents a breakdown of Treasury financing. The estimated
distrihution of Treasury security sales among the various traditional pur
chasers.for calendar year 1975. as compared to calendar �ear 1974. is based
on the analysis of these various sectors' current and projected capacity to
expand their holdings of Treasury debt presel'\ted above. The inescapable
conclusion is that. at current levels of production and general economic
�olla.ps� compounded by an inflationar)! s1,lrge already un�erway. the F,ed
Itself WIll be forced to crank up Its prmtmg presses to finance the over, whelming bulk of the soaring government debt.
'Source: FR B . Flow of Funds. MHTCo. estimates. and NCLC Financial In
telli ence estimates.

of upward revision which will push total leapfrogging of iRterest rates as the
second-half Treasury borrowing Ao $50 Treasury competes with, banks and
to $60 billion. compared to t,he $40 corporations etc. for limited funds. Th,
billion raised in the first half of the very anticipation of inflation precip
itates and fuels this process, alrea'd�
year.
underway as indicated by an across';
With a step-up commercial and indus the-board increase in, short-term in
trial loan demand to finance inflated terest rates this week. Ironically. as
invento'
J ies and commodity spec interest rates a re forced up on Treas
. uiati on the market for Treasu ry secur ury securities. the Treasury must sell
i t i es faces the prospect of i m- more and more bonds at a higher and
plosion-Treasury securities ma y sim higher cost for less and less cash-feed
ply be "crowded out" of the market. ing its own cash flow crisis. directly
Unless the Fed indeed opens the forcing the issue of a Federa Reserve
with respiggots of new credit. it will be in hyperinflationary transfusion
.
creasingly impossible to control the newed urgency.
.

North Sea Oil Pipe
Dream Turns into
Costly Nightmare
Aug. 2
Britain's grand and foolish"
hopes .for a New Klondike in the North
Sea are evaporating as fast as tire rest
of the Rockefellers' mad schemes for a
"new world order." The latest
"rescue" operation for the North Sea
Oil project, a scheme to force the
British working class to foot the bill,
promises to be as successful as the
bankrupt project itself.
As the price of oil quadrupled in the
fall of 1973, the influx of huge platforms,
barges, pipelines, and thouslUlds of con
struction workers to Scotland and the
North Sea lured the British government
into pipe-dreams. Britain would be self
sufficient in oil; Britain would reverse
the last 25 years of balance-of
payments deficits. It· was okay to
mortgage now, because North Sea oil
would pay later.
Two years and $5 7 billion later, with
the demand for high-priced $13-a-barrel
oil severely reduced by the world
depression, all the North Sea drilling
rigs are at leash year behind schedule,
costs in most oil fields are running 50 to
100 per cent over original estimates,
and sufficient skilled divers and iron
workers cannot be found at any price.
The projects themselves are death
traps, on which men are worked 12
hours a day, seven days a week while on
tbe rigs at sea. The death rates are par
ticularly high among divers, who are
sent down hundreds of feet in tiny work
chambers for days at a time with little
training. .
FlU' BehiDd Schedule
As of now only one field out of 13, the
relatively small Argyll, is actually
pumping oil, and that at the miniscule,
profitless rate of 20,000 barrels per day.
The original wildly kited estimate for
this summer was to have five fields in
full operation.
Now the short "window" of clear
weather is nearing its third and final
month, and the fierce winds and tides
between Scotland, Norway, and the
Shetland Islands will preclude major
-

.

development work on the 14,000-ton
concrete and steel platforms until next
May.
The oil companies have spent about
$5.7 billion on the whole mess in the last
two "boom" years, plus operating
costs. The largest oil companies and
their New York banker backers have
laid out the largest share, but almost
every oil company in the world, and
most of the large and medium-sized
banks in Europe. are locked into the
hideously expensive and risky North
Sea project in some way.
The inherent risk is that successful
drilling is much mOI:e expensive in 500
feet of icy water than in the sands of
Texas or Saudi Arabia. The production
cost per barrel of oil in Saudi Arabia is
10 to 15 cents, and averages 88 cents in
the United States. British Petroleum
estimates that North Sea oil will cost
between three and four dollars a barrel
to get to shore. an estimate that will
probably skyrocket like all other time
and money guesses about the project.
A North Sea field that is dry is. a
bigger loser. Last week British Petro
leum's Niniau field was recently re
evaluated down from 2 billion barrels
recoverable to 840 million barrels, as.
section after section came up dry.
Sufficient profit in the North Sea
depends on unusually high volume and
high prices. As worldwide industrial
demand for oil drops due to the depres
sion. and prices stay stable or even
threaten to decline. North Sea investers
are the most exposed because they
have laid out the most in start-up costs.
The financing arrangements. ac
cording to Morgan Stanley investment
bankers in New York. call for the
beginning of debt repayments only
when the oil starts to flow. Therefore
zero return is coming in on the huge
outlay to date.
There is a so-called rescue plan for
the doomed project. but it is almost as
witless as the original scheme. The

British government and several oil
companies have agreed.in principle
that Her Majesty will "participate" in
the North Sea by buying up 51 per cent
of the debt, in return for 51 per cent of
the expected revenue. The most
economically battered government in
Western Europe. which just passed the
1 million mark in unemployment, who
nationalized industries are for the most
part already deep in deficit, is expected
to load the oil companies' bad loans on
the backs of British taxpayers'- about
'S3 billion worth!
The Houston representative of the
Bank of Scotland, which has sunk
millions into the North Sea, said flatly,
"I don't know how the government
could do it. '(hey'd have to raise it ovet
quite a]ew"years, and I don't know who
would lend it to them."
In a semi-private study by the Euro
finance group of Paris last spring, the
largest oil companies and banks said
quietly that they could accept a govern
ment tax rate as high as 70 per cent on
the major fields. if the British Treasury
would buy up enough of the investment
already laid out. This incredibly high
percentage shows the desperation of
Rockefeller's "rugged free enterprise"
oil giants. who are always yapping
about how much they hate government
regulation by Britain's "socialist"
government.
The Labour Party government is
probably planning brutal cuts in the
workers' standard of living to finance
the North Sea fantasy projects in the
years ahead. Chancellor of the Ex-.
chequer Denis Healy announced last
week that Britain's budget for 1977 is no
longer projected to expand, but to·
contract by $6.6 billion.
The nationalization scheme, which is
expected to be haggled out by this fall
is only a mad attempt by the l:lew Yor k
banks to gouge as much money as they
can as quickly as possible. and run with
it.
IPS
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Soviets Seek Asian "
'Co llective Security' Pact
Aug. 5 -The appropriation b y the U. S.
Congress of monies for expanding the
U.S. air and naval base on the Indian
Ocean island of Diego Garcia con
stitutes a serious challenge to the Soviet
Union and the Soviet-allied and non
aligned countries which fringe the
Indian Ocean. Moscow had vehemently
opposed the base, raising the issue
repeatedly in negotiating sessions with
the U.S . and other officals, and con
ducting a major press campaign
against it in 1974. The Senate go-ahead,
in a marginal 53-43 vote, followed
concerted Pentagon publicity about a
chimerical "Soviet build-up" in African
Somalia and the Indian Ocean
generally.
The Soviet Union, however, is by no
means stuck with the single alternative
of· military escalation to match the
strategic post on Diego Garcia. Fresh
off their victory in carrying the Con
ference on Security and Cooperation in
Europe (CSCE) to its summit con
clusion in Helsinki last week, the
Soviets have already relaunched their
policy of actively seeking a collective
security arrangement for Asia .
The real principle of Helsinki - inter
twining of security agreements and
economic cooperation - is now at the
center of Moscow's Asian policy. The
limitation of military, especially
nuclear, base construction in Asia and
East Africa and of naval deployments
into the Indian Ocean will serve as the
"inviolability of borders" did for the
CSCE : as the principal security terms
for the agreement. U.S. think-tank
sources admit that a proPosal for naval
limitations in the Indian Ocean would
now find "receptive·ears."
The economic complement to these
terms will be consolidation of the
Eurasian development bloc, with
subsumed regional development
projects as the Ganges-Brahmaputra
River basin.
Besides targeting Diego Garcia and
other U.S. encroachments, the Asian
collective security drive will go after
the interlocking CIA and Chinese
networks in Asia. Soviet news media
IPS WEEKLY
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have already begun to step up exposure
of Peking's insidious operations in
volving terror gangs, emigree
mafiosos, and drug and gun running in
African and Asian countries around the
Indian Ocean. '

Suppon trom Non-Alilned
During the Helsinki summit, where
Soviet bloc speakers said from the
podium that the CSCE summit should
be considered the prelude to further
initiatives, Moscew began to give the
Asian security idea broad publicity.
Pravda in an August 3 co mmentary, as
well as repeated Radio Moscow
broadcasts, called the CSCE exemplar y
for other areas of the world, par
ticularly Asia and Africa .

other cooperation on the basi s of full
equality and mutual gain" , are "by
virtue of their universality, acceptable
and attractive for all Asian states. "
Defuse Chinese and CIA
For sane parties in the starved and
debt-squeezed Indian Ocean countries,
this attraction to development-security
arrangements is irresistable. The
political battle for collective security in
Asia has no w to be fought out against
the increasingly rabid Chinese, the
CIA, and governments deep under their
influence. Here the Soviet Union's
ability to supply preliminary economic
aid and favorable trade terms is heavy
ammunition.
Soviet maintenance of socialist
Vietnam and aid to core non-aligned '
countries like India and Somalia is well
known. Moving ahead, Moscow has
begun to split Pakistan from the U.S. with a $500 m i ll ion steel plant deal with
orovisions for tr,lining specialists' "
and deal with the Association of South
East Asian (ASEAN) countries
(Thailand, Philippines, Malaysia, and
Indonesia) .

Moreover, there will be no long wait
fo r endorsement of collective secUrity
in Asia by leading non aligned coun
tri es. East German radio in its CSCE
roundups highlighted Indian Prime
Minister Indira Ghandi' s favorable
a s s e s s m e n t of the European
agreements. Conversely, the Helsinki
meeting came up last week in bilateral
The ASEAN countries, despite recent
talks between the Indian and In
Thai and Chinese proposals to tum the
donesian Foreign Ministers, who then
group into a new military bloc, are
issued a communique c alling for the . extremely fertile ground for positive
Indian Ocean to be a "zone of peace" economic intervention by the Soviets.
a concept from the lexicon of Soviet
The Maoist Thai Communist Party has
security proposals. Most immediately,
proposed by radio - as an attack on
Indian Ocean security and military
"Soviet social-imperialism" - that the
expansion there have been put on the
Soviet Union has offered low-interest
agenda of the conference of non-aligned
loans to Thai industry and helped
finance new shipping lines for Thailand
countries scheduled ' this month in
Li'm a, Peru.
and S i ngapore . This represents
The most recent detailed Soviet
powerful subversion of the Maoist and
literature on Asian security declares a
CIA operations in the region. The
policy of supportive collaboration with
region's rapid acceleration towards
the area's non-aligned countries. A.
collective security agreement will
Segeev' s " Problems of Collective
prec lide Chinese-Japanese anti-Soviet
Security in Asia" in the July issue of
military consolidation as an Asian
International Affairs (distributed
option.
world-wide in three languages) . links
In the mentime, the Chinese are
the Soviet proposal to the basic tenets of
engaged in every effort to prevent the
the non-aligned movement, dating from
nascent Soviet initiative from taking
its 1955 founding conference in Ban
shape. Thus Peking is supporting the
dung. These principles, which in
most reactionary ASEAN govern
Sergeev's presentation culminate in
ments, such as Thailand, for sake of
" broad development of economic and
maintaining the U.S. presence in· Asia
-

_

to fend off the Soviet Union. Their in
tervention to block rapprochement
between India and Pakistan has been
exposed in SQ,viet papers, as has their
arming and-instigation of anti-Indian
groups in Nepal and Bangladesh. In the
latter case, as elsewhere in Asia and
Africa, Peking follows the CIA modus
operandi of cultivating and when
possible . detonating chauvinist and
racist tendencies of national minorities
in the countries where they want to ·

wreak havoc.
But Chinese, sensing that they
haven't really a card to show against
the Soviet and non-aligned initiatives, .
reacted to the European prec edent with
undiluted terror. Peking greeted the
Helsinki summit with a wild-eyed press
release linking it to the Soviet collective
proposal for Asia and warning that the
Soviets ha ve already made diplomatic
inroads .in the area. Tnae enough !
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Soviets Counter Chinese
S abotage of Asian Collective

Security Arrangements

by Daniel Sneider
USLP Nominee for Secretary of State
Aug. 9 (IPS) - The Soviet Union is
countering the major opponent of its
. proposals for a development and
security pact in Asia, the counter
revolutionary Chinese leadership, by
stressing the tremendous economic and
political advantages of the Soviets'
proposed arrangement compared to the
oscenely pro-imperialist designs of the
not-so-inscrutable Maoists.
Since the conclusion last week of the
successful Conference on Security and
Cooperation .in Europe (CSCE) in
Helsinki, Soviet press commentaries
have posed the CSCE as a model for
other regions of the world. The USSR's
proposal for an Asian Collective
Security pact is now the primary focus '
for extendiJlg the Helsinki process to
other areas.
The Soviet trade union daily Trud
motivated this proposal in an Aug 5
"collective
which · called
article
arrangements
detente
security"
particularly important because they
provide for economic cooperation,
resulting in employm�nt for the
.
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working class, further scientific and ·
technological development. and the .
'
creation of "tremendous projects" to
exploit natural resources.
Maoist Sabotage
As the Soviet government newspaper
Izvestia pointed out yesterday, the
growth of this detente process is forCing
clarification of the real aims of Maoist
policy in Asia. Writes Izvestia, "Peking
at.plcks the idea of collective security in
ASia and tries to convince a series of
governments in the reaion :of th�
necessity of the presence of UIS. troops
in their countries. "
The Maoists, who have in the past
U.S .
vociferously supported the
presence in Asia as a couQterweight to
Soviet influence. are now attempting to
expand their own hegemony there.
Yesterday the Baltimore Suit reported
that the Peking regime has made
inquiries to the Philippine government
concerning possible . Chinese use of the
huge U.S. naval and air bases in that
country. Similarly, this week's U.S.
News and World Report reveals that
the Chinese are making "discreet over�

.

tures toward secret cooperation with
tile U.S. on military matters." These
reports support Trud's charges that
Chairman Mao·s. views on the necessity
of Chinese expansion through Southeast
Asia are similar to those of Chiang Kai
Shek. The only difference, commented
Trud, is " Mao's appetite is bigger !"

:

.

1

:
'
.

Maoist sabotage of pro-Soviet
security and cooperation in Asia . are
directed particularly at the Indian sub
continent. The Chinese have en
couraged the Pakistani government to
maintain a hostile attitude toward
India, attacking in their press attempts
by the two countries to normalize rela
tions and peacefully settle outstanding
disputes such as the Kashmir question. .
It is also well known that the Chinese ·
have provided arms and other support
to separatist rebels in the 'hill tribes in
the northeast region of India which
borders China. Similar operations are
carried out in northeast Burma, where
the Chinese-supported " Burmese Com
munist Party (White Flag) " is involved
in raising and smuggling opium to
finance its activities.

· State Dep'artment Corroborates

Rocky-Allied E�elhard Behind Angola Massacre
by Peter Buck
A u g . 8 O P S J -The U . S . S t a t e
Department has corroborated ICLC
and Soviet charges that Rockefeller
dominated multinational corporations '
and Rockefeller-allied interests in
South Africa are directly aidin � the
CIA's attempt to destroy the economy
and populawon of the Portuguese
colony of Angola. Confirming that Gulf
Oil. which exploits Angola' s oi l
reserves, "is backing from Zaire" units
of the National Front for the Liberation'
of Angola (FNLA)-the Chinese-armed
gang now rampaging through the
colony-the State Department special
ist also deeply implicated several large
South African corporations including
the Rockefeller-allied Engelhard Indus
tries in the attempted massacre.
At last reports. "groups of bandits
terrorize. plunder and murder whole
sections of the countryside," according
to today's West German daily Sued
deutsche Zeitung. The report confirms
that the FNLA invasion force - made
up mostly of Zairean Army personnel
led by European mercenaries - has
broken down chaotically into smaller
units and is carrying out the RAND·
Corporation scenario of randomly
destroying lives and the Angolan econ
omy.
The aim of the invasion is to obliter
ate the country - and massacre the
pro-Soviet Popular Movement for the
Liberation of Angola (MPLA) - leav
ing only depopulated rubble as a RAND
lesson to Africa's working class. The
only areas that are being preserved at

this time are the rich petroleum re
serves in the Cabinda district and the
strategic Benguela railroad which
transports a better part of tile world's
copper supplies.
The armed gang which has been hold
ing the 8enguela railroad area for the
CIA. the National Union for the Total
Liberation of Angola ( UNITA l . has
been forced to drop its years-long
"neutralist" position on the fight be
tween the MPLA and the FNLA and has
joined the FNLA in its rampage.
Gulf SUPPOrt
"Gulf Oil is backing the FNLA from .
Zaire. of course. " a State Department
Africa specialist told IPS yesterday. A
source at the Export-Import Bank
corroborated that "Gulf Oil is support
ing the FNLA and the FLEC (the Front
for the Liberation of Cabinda. a Zaire
and Chinese-backed. ethnic 'subdivision
of the FNLA) .
The State Department source also
corroborated IPS evidence that Ameri
can Metals Climax. Engelhard Indus
tries and the Anglo-American Mining
Corporation - all large South African.
interests - have the same role as
Gulf' s : "Yeah . they all cooperate with
( Zairean President) Mobutu (on this) .. .
you can lump them all together. "
Engelhard has been a conduit of
Rockefeller policy in Africa for several
years . Charles EngelhaJ;'d served as an
intelligence advisor to the U.S. govern
ment before his death in the early 19705.
He . has been amply replaced by his
wife. who served under Nelson Rocke-

feller as a member of the Murphy Com
mission to reorganize the Federal
bureaucracy to fit a Rockefeller dic
tatorship. Anglo-American had Engel-.
hard as a board member and the family
still holds substantial Anglo-American
stock.
The source also indicated that First
National Bank. Bankers' Trust, Mobil
Oil and Texaco " might like to com
ment. being heavily involved in the
area , "
While no African government has yet
answered the ICLC's call for an immed
iate investigation of the Rockefeller
and Rockefeller-allied South African
compliCity in the genocide. two African
states ltave begun mobilizing support
for the beleaguered MPLA, The
People's Republic of the Congo this
week launched "an appeal to all pro
gressive forces in Africa and the world
to draw attention to the ties between the
puppet agent movements in Angola and
their masters, " according to the Al
gerian daily El Moudjahid, The new
military government of Nigeria has de
nounced the Cabinda secession move
ment, FLEC. demanding that it cease
its activity immediately. recalling for
the public the enormous damage done
by the attempted Biafran secession
from Nigeria. The influential Daily
Times of Nigeria has also accused
Zaire of encouraging war in Angola.
These attacks complement those of
Guinea. Guinea-Bissau and Mozam
bique, which recognize only the MPLA
as the legitimate political leadership in
Angola.
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M tn. Lakes Frq,meup :
Fine, 2- Yr� Probation ·
MORRISTOWN. N.J Aug. 6
Two '
NCLC members. National -Executive
Committee member Costas Axios and
Daniel Wasserman. were sentenced to
a one year suspended sentence. two
years' probation. and a $1500 'fine each
by Judge Bertram Polow in Morris
County court today. as a result of a 1 973
weapons frame-qp perpetrated by the
FBI and the Law Enforcement Assist�
ance Administration ( LEAA) . The
third victim of the frameup. E lijah
Boyd. was acquitted by a jury June 27.
Appeals of the convictions will be
filed on at least three grounds : ( 1 ) the
refusal of the judge to disqualify him
self because of prejudice resulting from
his extensive LEAA connections ; (2).
the j udge's denial of a defense motion to
suppress evidence resulting from the il
legal search of the defendants' car ; and
(3) the rigged jury selection procedure.
under which a New Jersey judge does
all the questioning of potential jurors.
and in which Judge Polow refused to
question jurors about
possible LEAA
.
connections. '
Before sentencing was pronounced
today by Judge Polow. Axios reafirmed
the defendants' iMocence before the
court and charged that the case was the
result of an FBI frameup. '' 'This was a
COINTELPRO operation. " said Axios.
"With the investigations being pursued
by the Senate and House Select Com
mittees. no one should be surprised that
the CIA and the FBI engage in such
operations . . . . In spite of the prosecut
or's insinuations during the trial. our
organization is not a violent or terrorist
.•
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organization. We are orgamzmg the
masses of working people around our
program for expanded production and
world trade ; we are organizing people
against the depression."
Polow. who was squirming uncom
fortably during Axios' statement. could
no longer control himself. Struggling to.
maintain his "cool, " he uttered. "The
greatest favor I could do for you would
be to incarcerate you, so you could feel
the martyrdom you desire so much. "
Polow was no doubt under orders not to
impose a sentence too obviously out of
line with prevailing practice ; otherwise
'he would have liked nothing better than
to send Axios off to prison for a couple
of years. (Maximum sentence for this
offense is seven years imprisonment. )
Polow then ranted o n about his in
ability to "disabuse you (Axios) of the
idea that this is an FBI conspiracy. that
the police here are part of an F BI
conspiracy. etc. etc . "
Other Actions Planned
The NCLC will continue the fight to
exonerate Axios and Wasserman and to
. expose the actua,l FBI-LEAA con
spiracy as it operates in New Jersey.
two Federal Courts suits will be filed in
coming weeks in New Jersey, one ac
tion against various local police depart
ments . the State Police and the LEAA
for violations of the U.S. Labor Party's
civil and electoral rights. and the other
a Federal suit against the FBI based on
the FBI's use of brainwashed informer
Anthony Banks against the US.L.P.

In addition. Axios, Wasserman. and
Boyd will be taking steps to force dis
cl')sures of files and surveillance on
them. by the New Jersey State Police
LEAA units as well as by the CIA. FBI,
LEAA. and other federal agencies. In a
series which appeared recently in the
Newark Star-Ledger. it was revealed
that the Central Security Unit of the
State Police maintains files on radicals
'
which are so .secret that not even the
Governor is allowed to see them. The
Security Unjt uses "highly sophisticat
ed surveillance methods" financed by
the Federal government, according to
the Star-Ledger. an� coordinates
closely with Io�al police . departments
throughout New Jersey. In the probable
event that the State Police will refuse
disclosure. the suit will be filed by the
three NCLC , members to force disclosure.
�.�
At the time of the Mountain Lakes
frameup in December 1 973. the NCLC
was exposing and publicizing illegal
gun-running in ghettoes by LEAA and
LEAA-controlled youth gangs. With the
recent exposures of F BI-LEAA
operations in Reading. Pa Hartford.
Conn and elsewhere. these charges
have been fully confirmed. It was to dis
credit the NCLC's charges of LEAA
gun-running that the LEAA set up the
'weapons possession' frarneup in New
Jersey;
Funds are urgently needed to appeal
the Mountain Lakes conviction .
Estimates are that the appeal will cost
at least $4.500 in attorney's fees and
transcript costs .
. •
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Is Rocky 's WarhaU?k

MosheTJayanFifUshedP
. . . remove him from the party ranks to
Aug. 5 (IPS) - Opposition to Israel's
the political desert "
leading warhawk, former Defense
This strategy h a s already achieved
Minister Moshe Dayan. is spreading
some of its objectives. One of Rafi ' s
throughout the entire spectrum of
eight leaders, Yitzhak Navon. endorsed
Israeli politics.
. the interim settlement last month.
With a yearly inflation rate of more
Peres meanwhile has at least once
than 50 per cent and with the economy
publicly done the same. He is forced by
on the verge of a total collapse, few
his position as a member of the
people are now paying attention to the
government to either move with Rabin
psychotic Dayan's war ravings. While
and Allon, or resign. So far, Peres has
RAND's Middle East war p lans stall,
shown no sign of doing the latter.
Dayan has become increas i n g l y
isolated from the main stream of the
ruling Labor Party (Mapai ) and thus is .
No War
a sitting duck for an attack.
Pressure to move away from Dayan's
The open question is whether any of
warhawk policies is also coming from a
his opponents will go far enough to
faction in the military. Conservative
deliver a final knockout blow.
Major-General Ezer Weizman an
nounced July 17 that the army chief of
According to reliable Israeli sources.
staff, many senior officers, and himself
Prime Minister Yitzhak Rabin and
were agreed on the necessity of both
Foreign Minister Yigal Allon, the
further concessions in the Sinai and of
leaders of the Mapai center, have
concrete moves toward peace on
resolved to break up the " Rafi " clique,
Israel's other borders.
a tight-knit core of CIA-connected
The significance of Weizman ' s
warhawks controlled by Dayan. The
was highlighted the next
statements
key component of the Rabin-Allon
day by the hurried denial from Peres'
strategy is an effort to split up the 25Defense Ministry - likely under
year alliance between Dayan and his
Dayan's arm-twisting - that the " chief
protege. Defense Minister Shimon
staff either held such an opinion or
of
Peres. Their plan is to enlist Peres'
would express it if he did. "
support for an interim settlement with
While Rabin-AlIon, currently have
Egypt - a move which Dayan
the upperhand on Dayan and his
adamantly opposes.
warha wks . their advantage could prove
According to Israeli journalist Matti
quite temporary.
Golan, the Rabin-Allon moves could
The Mapai center offers no political
effec t i v e l y " i so l a t e D a y a n a n d
program to deal with Israel's economic

measures. To establish the political
climate necessary to eqforce this non-
program, the Rabin-Allon-led clique are
committed to · stailing on a peace set
tlement, keeping war tensions high.
Such paralysis ensures Dayan' s
renewed hegemony if RAND suceeds in
engineering a war crisis.
From The Left
The pro-socialist Mapam has also
escalated its attacks on the Dayan
clique. Through the party newspaper Al
H a m i s h m a r , Mapam spoke s m e n
charged that Dayan's opposition to a n
interim settlement woufd- necessarlW
lead to further deterioration of the
Mideast s ituation and a unwanted new
war.
Left-wing trade union officials within
Mapam led a fight last week against
government austerity m e a s u re s .
demanding a cost-of-Iiving allowance of
12.9 per cent for Israel's workers and a
general campaign against the Finance
Ministry. At a meeting of works
com m i ttees representing 60.000 Israeli
industrial workers , the Mapam-led
motions were unanimously supported .
More significantly. the Mapam has
failed to formulate any program for
mutual colla boration between Israeli
and Arab leftists. Their fol lowers have
thus been i eft with the same c rippling
feel i ng of is(1lation on which Dayan has
a l wa y s based hi� organizing a nd terror
campaigns.
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